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From Egypt, with lovE: 
lEpsius and thE tradition oF writing modErn  

namEs in Egyptian hiEroglyphs
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ABSTRACT: the present article surveys karl richard lepsius’ (1810–1884) love for 
producing modern compositions of egyptian hieroglyphic texts, and in particular, for 
writing modern names in egyptian hieroglyphs. the survey is carried out in the context 
of new discoveries of such texts on objects kept in the collections of museum august 
kestner in hanover and the national museum – náprstek museum of asian, african 
and american Cultures in prague. two newly identified and interpreted texts come 
from the bases of modern imitations of ancient egyptian scarabs, which were produced 
– no doubt under the supervision of lepsius himself – in a local workshop at luxor, 
upper egypt, in 1845. as a matter of fact, lepsius stood at the origins of a still ongoing 
and extremely popular souvenir production, which employs transcriptions of modern 
names into hieroglyphs.
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introduction
history of reproducing, imitating, and forging ancient egyptian antiquities is almost as 
old as the interests in the history of the land on the nile itself. each and every egyptian 
collection across the globe contains a certain number of forgeries and imitations. It was 
only with the decipherment of egyptian hieroglyphs by Jean-françois Champollion in 
1822 and the subsequent precision of their understanding by – above all – karl richard 
lepsius (1810–1884) that enabled hieroglyphic texts to be reproduced, or even forged, 
in a corresponding quality (with the help of professional egyptologists). the very first 
author of modern hieroglyphic composition was no one else but lepsius, whose fond-
ness in this kind of enterprise has been well-known. In the past decade, two lepsius’s 
compositions were identified on objects kept in the collections of the national museum 
– náprstek museum of asian, african and american Cultures in prague and museum 
august kestner in hanover. 
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kuhn, and adam Grubner for their suggestions and comments. the authors wish to dedicate the present 
article to emily teeter (Chicago) for her friendship, kindness, endless support, and devotion to egyptol-
ogy and egyptian collections in particular.
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karl richard lepsius was a German – or more precisely prussian – egyptologist, 
linguist, and archaeologist. the native of naumburg an der saale studied Classical ar-
chaeology at the universities in leipzig, Göttingen, and Berlin. after his dissertation in 
1833, he travelled to paris and continued in the work of Jean-françois Champollion on 
the decipherment of ancient egyptian language, analysing his Grammaire égyptienne.2 
lepsius elaborated on the ancient language in a series of ‘letters’ addressed to Cham-
pollion’s colleague, Ippolito rosellini (1800–1843). In these letters, lepsius, inter alia, 
redefined the ‘General phonetic alphabet’ of ancient egyptian through equating Coptic 
letters with ancient egyptian uniliteral (and several biliteral) signs [fig. 1].

In 1842, king friedrich Wilhelm IV of prussia (1795–1861; r. 1840–1861) commis-
sioned lepsius to lead a scientific expedition (modelled upon the napoleonic pattern 
and following the example of the prussian expedition led by henrich menu von minu-
toli [1772–1846] of 1820–1821 and the joint franco-tuscan expedition to egypt of 1828–
1829 led by Champollion and rosellini which would explore and record monuments of 
the ancient civilisations of egypt and the sudan.

the lepsius graffiti above the entrance to the great pyramid at giza
after several weeks of preparations in alexandria, the expedition set sail upstream to 
Cairo on 1 october 1842. on 15 october 1842, lepsius and other expedition members 
celebrated the birthday of king friedrich Wilhelm in the environs of Cairo. on that oc-
casion they climbed to the top of the Great pyramid in Giza. the event was captured in 
the famous aquarelle of the expedition’s draughtsman Johann Jakob frey (1813–1865) 
[pl. 1]. During this visit, lepsius inscribed an egyptian hieroglyphic graffito above the 
original entrance to the inner rooms of the Great pyramid. a similar text was also in-
scribed around the frame of frey’s aquarelle. the text was also reproduced in lepsius’ 
letter dated to 17 January 1843 and located in Giza.3

the graffito [fig. 2] was organized into eleven columns representing a sort of con-
gratulatory text to the king of prussia. the first two and a half columns (Columns 1–3) 
mention the names of the expedition members who participated on the conquering of 
the Great pyramid and who were depicted on frey’s aquarelle: karl richard lepsius, 
Georg erbkam (1811–1876), the Weidenbach brothers – maximilian (1823–1890) and 

2   Champollion 1836.
3   lepsius 1852, p. 30.

Fig. 1. ‘General phonetic alphabet’ from lepsius’s Lettre à M. le professeur H. Rosellini [...]  
sur l’alphabet hiéroglyphique (lepsius 1837, pl. a).
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ernst (1818–1882), Johann Jakob frey, Carl W. franke (1814–?), and Joseph Bonomi, Jr. 
(1796–1878). In the text, the expedition members are described as the servants (possi-
bly subjects) of the king. then follows the pseudo-egyptian titulary of king friedrich 
Wilhelm IV and his wife, Queen elisabeth (1801–1873) in Columns 3–8. In Columns 
8–11 the dating of the event is provided, namely in three different forms: (1) year, 
month, and day of the Christian/Common era, (2) reign of king friedrich Wilhelm IV 
of prussia – years, months, and days that had passed since the beginning of his reign, 
and (3) the number of years which had passed since the beginning of the second dy-
nastic sothis cycle. In his letter of 17 January 1843, lepsius translated the inscription 
in the following words:

(1) So sprechen die Diener des Königs, des Name Sonne und Fels Preußens ist, Lepsius 
der Schreiber, Erbkam (2) der Architekt, die Brüder Weidenbach die Maler, Frey der 
Maler, Franke der Former, Bonomi (3) der Bildhauer, Wild der Architekt: Heil dem 

Fig. 2. transcription of the Giza graffiti in lepsius’s Briefe aus Aegypten,  
Aethiopien und der Halbinsel des Sinai (lepsius 1852, p. 30).
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Adler, Schirmer des Kreuzes, dem Könige Sonne und Fels Preußens, (4) dem Sohne der 
Sonne, die das Vaterland befreite, Friedrich Wilhelm dem Vierten, dem Philopator, dem 
Landesvater, dem Huldreichen, dem Lieblinge (5) der Weisheit und der Geschichte, dem 
Hüter des Rheinstroms, den Deutschland erkoren, dem Lebenspender allezeit. (6) Möge 
gewähren dem Könige und seiner Gemahlin der Königin Elisabeth, der Lebensreichen, 
der Philometor, der Landesmutter, (7) der Huldreichen, der Höchste Gott ein immer 
frisches Leben auf Erden für lange und eine selige Wohnung im Himmel für ewig. (8) Im 
Jahre unseres Heilandes 1842, im zehnten Monat, am fünfzehnten Tage, am siebenund-
zwanzigsten (9) Geburtstage Seiner Majestät, auf der Pyramide des Königs Cheops; 
(10) im dritten Jahre, im fünften Monat, am neunten Tage der Regierung Seiner Majes-
tät; im Jahre 3164 (11) vom Anfange des Sothisperiode unter dem Könige Menphthes.4

titulary of Crown princess Elisabeth
the graffito was certainly not the first such hieroglyphic composition karl richard  
lepsius created. for example, in a letter to his father karl peter lepsius (1775–1853) 
dated 26 february 1840, lepsius wrote in egyptian hieroglyphs the name and titles of 
Crown princess elisabeth (wife of the then Crown prince and future king friedrich  
Wilhelm IV). lepsius titled her – in ancient egyptian script and language – as royal5 
Wife, royal Daughter, and royal sister. her name is followed by titles and names of 
her royal husband, father, and brother – Crown prince friedrich Wilhelm of prussia, 
late king maximilian I Joseph of Bavaria (1756–1825; r. 1799–1825), and king ludwig 
of Bavaria (1786–1868; r. 1825–1848), respectively:

royal Wife, royal Daughter, royal sister elisabeth, given life; royal Wife of  
friedrich Wilhelm [IV], given life, the first royal son of his majesty the king of prus-
sia, friedrich Wilhelm [III], given life; royal Daughter of his majesty, king maximil-
ian, justified6; and royal sister of his majesty king of Bavaria, ludwig [I], given life.

scarab hanover inv. no. 2151
from the diary of Georg erbkam, the member of the royal prussian expedition, we 
learn about another hieroglyphic composition by lepsius dated to a return phase of the 

4   lepsius 1852, p. 31.
5    the translation ‘royal’ (‘königlich(e)’ in German) is given preference to ‘king’s’ with regard to the histori-

cal circumstances. friedrich Wilhelm (IV) of prussia, husband of princess elisabeth ludovika of Bavaria, 
ascended the throne only on 4 June 1840, i.e. some three months after the letter had been composed.

6    the epithet ‘given life’ (Dj anx) was ascribed to living persons or those who were supposed to live forever, 
while the epithet ‘justified’ (mAa xrw) was given to those that had passed away or were in the future to 
pass away.

1
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expedition. on 16 may 1845, while staying in thebes, in the course of the expedition’s 
return to the north, erbkam recorded the following note into his diary: ‘Gestern schenkte 
uns Leps[ius] jedem einen Skarabäus mit unsern Namen, gefertigt aus d[em] glasierten Stein: 
Hammer? eine Art Kalkstein oder Speckstein.’7 erbkam omitted to mention that the names 
were written in egyptian hieroglyphs, which, to him, might have seemed self-evident.

these scarabs with names were produced not only for the expedition members (as 
mentioned in erbkam’s diary), but also for lepsius’ friends, donors, and other people 
of special importance in europe, including a scarab, bearing the surname of august 
kestner (1777–1853), now kept in the collections of museum august kestner in hano-
ver (Inv. no. 2151) [pl. 2]. Despite being in the museum’s collection for over a century 
and a half, the scarab was only recently reproduced and published in a cursory fashion.8

august kestner (1777–1853) studied law at the university of Göttingen and later 
became ambassador of the kingdom of hanover – and thus also of the united king-
dom – at the holy see in rome where he almost continuously lived from 1817 until his 
death. there, he developed into an enthusiastic collector of antiquities, who spared no 
effort in acquiring objects from egypt even in Italy. for this reason, he can be regarded 
worldwide not only as the first important private collector of egyptian art, but also as 
one of the first researchers of egypt. he was, in fact, personally informed about the pro-
gress of deciphering hieroglyphs by Jean-françois Champollion himself. he met with 
Champollion twice in rome, in 1825 and 1826. kestner learned hieroglyphs in lectures 
given by Champollion. kestner can therefore be considered as the first German to learn 
the correct translation system of egyptian hieroglyphs.

In rome, kestner was among the founders of the archaeological group ‘the roman 
hyperboreans’ (1823), which became ‘Instituto di Corrispondenza archeologica’ in 
1828. this institution was the predecessor of today’s German archaeological Institute. 
In 1836 lepsius came to rome to be the editorial secretary at the institute for two years. 
kestner was also vital for lepsius’ expedition to egypt and the sudan.

kestner bequeathed his entire collection to his nephew demanding that it be given 
to his native city of hanover if the city was willing to build a museum for it. this was 
indeed realized and the ‘kestner-museum’ opened its doors in november 1889, making 
available to visitors almost 1,000 egyptian artefacts then the second largest public egyp-
tian collection in Germany (after Berlin with 10,000 egyptian artefacts).

the scarab Inv. no. 2151 was donated to hanoverian diplomat, art collector, and 
founding father of the museum bearing his name, august kestner, by lepsius. It may 
have been brought to him by some expedition members after they had returned to eu-
rope and were visiting kestner in rome in november 1845.9 lepsius did not bring for 
kestner only the scarab in question, but also original antiquities, which form part of the 
collection of museum august kestner. unfortunately, it is not known which pieces in 
his collection were gifts from lepsius, but for the scarab bearing his name. 

the hanoverian scarab looks astonishingly authentic; for non-specialists, it is undis-
tinguishable from genuine pieces from ancient egypt. the piece is 4.5 cm long, 2.0 cm 
wide, and 2.0 cm high. It is finely carved. the material is glazed steatite, typical for the 

7    erbkam 2007; the diary of erbkam is published online only – available at: http://pom.bbaw.de/erb-
kam/#/1000 [accessed 2 november 2020].

8   loeben 2013, p. 29, no. 15; loeben 2017, p. 46; loeben 2020.
9    see erbkam’s diary entry which mentions visiting kestner in rome for 28 october and 2 november 1845 

– available at: http://pom.bbaw.de/erbkam/#/1165 and http://pom.bbaw.de/erbkam/index.html#/1170 
[accessed: 2 november 2020, …exactly 175 years later].
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majority of all egyptian scarabs (small or big). the base of the scarab is inscribed with 
six lines of signs imitating ancient egyptian hieroglyphs. the text is perfectly under-
standable and reads as follows:

line 1 jp.t sw.t thebes

line 2 q-j-s-t-n-j-r kestner

line 3 rnp.t-sp 6 xr Hm n sA ra Year 6 under the majesty of son of ra

line 4 (pA-ra tj rxy.t w-y-l-h-j-l-m)| (paratarekhyt [= friedrich] Wilhelm)|

line 5 nb tA p-r-j-w-s-s-j-n lord of the land of prussia (‘preussen’ in German),

line 6 Dj anx D.t given life forever!

line 1 locates the production of the scarab. It must have been produced by a local 
artisan in luxor, as indicated by the theban local name for karnak, Ipet-sut. the topo-
nym is flanked by a pair of uraei. line 2 gives the surname of the prospect owner, i.e. 
(august) kestner. lines 3–4 provide the dating of the piece to Year 6 of king friedrich 
Wilhelm IV of prussia. as friedrich Wilhelm IV ascended the throne on 4 June 1840, 
following the ancient egyptian system of counting regnal years, Year 6 corresponds 
to year 1845 Ce. for the text on the base of the scarab, lepsius developed an ancient 
egyptian version of the name ‘friedrich’, namely Pa-ra-ta-rekhyt – ‘the sun of the peo-
ple’ (i.e. ‘subjects’).

the writing of the king’s first name, friedrich, underwent a relatively complex 
development. In the Crown princess elisabeth titulary, the chronologically earliest 
inscription discussed in the present paper, the name of the Crown prince is written 
as (f-r-y-d-r-y-k-h w-y-l-h-j-l-m)|, while the Giza graffito presents a tendency to find a 
phrase in ancient egyptian which would be homonymous or close to homonymous to 
the German name of friedrich. In the Giza graffito the name is written as ([pA]-ra-T-jr-x 
w-y-l-h-l-m)|, while the writing is much more developed in the case of the hanoverian 
scarab, where the name (pA-ra tj rxy.t w-y-l-h-l-m)| is employed. Both renderings appear 
to be versions of the same, presenting friedrich Wilhelm IV as ‘the sun of the people’. 

In line 5, the king is titled as the sovereign of prussia, which is written in German 
as ‘preussen’ (‘ss’ for ‘ß’) following the conventions lepsius developed for writing of 
non-ancient egyptian words (cf. below). line 6 gives the epithet of a king: ‘given life 
forever’.

1
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the hanoverian scarab extended the range of people for whom the scarabs were 
produced from the expedition members mentioned by erbkam to lepsius’s friends and 
acquaintances (in europe).

scarab base imprints prague inv. nos. p 284 and p 285
In 2010, the City of prague museum (muzeum hlavního města prahy) published a vol-
ume in Czech commemorating eighty years that had passed since the death of the 
prominent Czech archaeologist Josef antonín Jíra (1868–1930).10 on that occasion, a 
publication of Jíra’s egyptian collection, currently kept in the náprstek museum, was 
also published.11 alongside an almost complete human mummy and a handful of origi-
nal pieces, Jíra’s collection included numerous imprints of scarab bases.

through Jíra’s diary and other records, we are aware of their origin. In 1905, the 
famous Czech antiquarian Josef Ginz (1857–1912) offered a set of egyptian scarabs 
for sale in his antiquarian shop in kostelec nad Černými lesy. Ginz must have known 
about Jíra’s lifelong interests in ancient egypt and its antiquities, as three years earlier, 
Jíra had already purchased a couple of egyptian antiquities from Ginz. We do not know 
why Jíra eventually did not purchase these scarabs but instead imprinted them into 
sealing wax.

the scarabs Jíra made imprints of were all, except one, of modest dimensions (max-
imum length of ca. 2 cm). this one exception was a scarab of bigger size than the av-
erage normal egyptian scarabs would be, a bit smaller than the typical egyptian heart 
scarab (height of ca. 4.5 cm), which Jíra copied twice (náprstek museum, Inv. nos p 284 
and p 285) [pl. 3]. the base of this scarab was inscribed with six lines of hieroglyphic 
text. the text had initially been identified as a modern composition produced by a per-
son with a considerable knowledge of ancient egyptian language and script.12 later the 
imprinted scarab was identified as another specimen from the series produced on lep-
sius’ request in may 1845 at luxor. the texts on the imprints found their direct parallel 
in the text on the base of the hanoverian scarab Inv. no. 2151.

In the moment that Jíra impressed the scarab into sealing wax, the scarab was al-
ready damaged to some extent. the top right part of its base must have been broken 
off. as a result, line 1 of the text is almost illegible, while the initial sections of lines 2 
and 3 are missing. Based on the parallel in the hanoverian piece, the text on the prague 
imprints may be reconstructed as follows:

10 hlava 2010.
11 onderka 2010; for Jíra’s egyptian collection see appendix.
12 onderka 2010, pp. 455–456.

1
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line 1 [jp.t sw.t] [thebes]

line 2 [...]-m-w-[...]-t [...]mu[...]t/d

line3 rnp.t-sp 6 xr Hm n sA ra Year 6 under the majesty of son of ra

line 4 (pA-ra [tj] rxy.t w-y-l-h-j-l-m)| (para[ta]rekhyt [=friedrich] Wilhelm)|

line 5 nb tA p-r-j-w-s-s-j-n lord of the land of prussia,

line 6 Dj anx D.t given life forever!

In line 2, which was reserved for the inscription of the prospect owner, only 
three signs are legible. the initial part, corresponding to a unit square, provides 
space for a tall broad sign, or a combination of several tall narrow, low broad, or 
low narrow signs.13 there, follows two tall broad bird signs, namely G17 (owl) and 
G43 (quail chick) of the Gardiner’s list. the text continues with the low narrow 
X1 (bread) sign placed above the lower line divider. the space above the X1 sign is 
damaged and with all probability contained a low broad sign. the line is conclud-
ed by the a1 (seated man) sign, which in all probability served as the male name’s  
determinative.

name indexes in lepsius’ biographies,14 and histories of egyptology provide dozens 
and dozens of names of people that played a more or less important role in lepsius’ life. 
Based on the signs preserved in line 2, one may exclude all expedition members, so the 
intended recipient must have been somebody lepsius had been acquainted with before 
leaving europe for africa in 1842, i.e. before he turned 33. By that age, lepsius was a 
well-travelled intellectual with contacts across europe and family as well as academic 
background in his native prussia.

for the sake of the reconstruction of the original owner’s name one needs to exam-
ine lepsius’ conventions for hieroglyphic writing of modern personal and local names. 
lepsius’ ‘General phonetic alphabet’ provided in the plates of Lettre a M. le Professeur 
H. Rosellini15 may serve as a starting point [fig. 1], while rendering of the names in the 
previously mentioned texts, namely the titulary of Crown princess elisabeth {e}, the 
Giza graffito {G} and the hanoverian scarab {h} shall provide more specific pieces of 
information [tab. 1].
after trying possible combinations of signs, the personal name edmund, rendered 
as j-t-m-u-n-t 

1

, seems most likely to be the word given in line 2 of the 
prague imprints. Based on the Giza graffito and the hanoverian scarab, one would ex-
pect a surname to be written in the line; however, nobody with the surname edmund 
has been identified in lepsius’ biography. edmund as a first name could be considered 
in the case of people who were really close to lepsius or were even his family mem-
bers. among the eight siblings of karl richard was his older brother karl edmund 
(1805–1873) who was the most likely original recipient and owner of the scarab, that 
32 years after his death was present in Bohemia, several kilometres from prague. Its 
whereabouts since then and today are unknown.

13 Cf. Gardiner 1950, p. 548.
14 e.g. ebers 1885; erbkam 2007; freier and reinecke 1988; mehlitz 2011.
15 lepsius 1837, pl. a.
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tab. 1. proper names in hieroglyphic texts composed by lepsius.

{E} = Titulary of Crown Princess Elisabeth

Elisabeth

Friedrich Wilhelm

Maximilian

Ludwig

Preussen

Bayern

{G} = Giza gra�to 

Friedrich Wilhelm IV

Elisabeth

Lepsius

Erbkam

Weidenbach

Frey

Franke

Bonomi

Wild

Rhein

{H} = Hanoverian scarab

Friedrich Wilhelm

Kestner

Preussen
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{E}German alphabet {G} {H} {P}

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

[:CH:]

ß

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

, ,

,

,

, ,

,

, , ,

,

,

tab. 2. hieroglyphic signs used by lepsius to render the German alphabet.
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Conclusions
the study of karl richard lepsius’ modern hieroglyphic compositions enabled us to 
identify the original owner of the scarab of Josef antonín Jíra, copied in 1905 in the 
antique shop in kostelec nad Černými lesy, now Czech republic as karl edmund lep-
sius, brother of the egyptologist.

the reference in erbkam’s diary, combined with the evidence provided by the han-
overian scarab and the prague scarab base imprints, attests to a wide scope of people 
for whom lepsius had produced scarabs with names inscribed. next to the expedition 
members, lepsius seems to have presented the scarabs to his friends, acquaintances 
(including sponsors and donors), and last but not least his family members. one may 
thus anticipate the existence of further similar scarabs that lepsius had produced in 
luxor in 1845. the total number of these scarabs must have gone into the dozens, while 
only two are known to the scholarly community at the moment. more scarabs are most 
likely deposited either unrecognized in public collections that are not curated by egyp-
tology experts, or are still in private hands (e.g. descendants of the lepsius expedition 
members and his acquaintances, members of the extended lepsius family).

the scarabs lepsius had produced in luxor in 1845 tell us much about the imi-
tations/forgeries of egyptian antiquities of the period in question. a workshop, with 
the capability of fabricating incredibly genuine-looking imitations of ancient egyptian 
antiquities, must have existed in luxor in 1845, under the guidance of an egyptologist. 
the study of the lepsius scarabs hence gives us an early glimpse on the production of 
imitations and forgeries of egyptian antiquities.

lepsius established a still existing, and even flourishing tradition of souvenir pro-
duction, which employs transcriptions of modern names into ancient egyptian hiero-
glyphs. present-day visitors to the sūqs of Cairo and luxor still purchase pendants in 
the shape of cartouches containing their name, or names of their beloved, in egyptian 
alphabetic hieroglyphs made by local goldsmiths and silversmiths.

appendix: Josef antonín Jíra and Egyptian antiquities16

Josef antonín Jíra [pl. 4] was born on 19 June 1868 in heřmanova huť, then aus-
tria-hungary (now Czech republic). his mother and father died in 1870 and 1871, 
respectively. as a result, Josef was in care of both his paternal and maternal relatives. 
since the age of five, Josef joined his paternal aunt in litomyšl, while his maternal 
uncle acted as his official legal guardian. In litomyšl, he attended both the local gram-
mar school and the high school (‘Gymnasium’ in German). It was already during these 
school years that he developed a keen interest in archaeology and collecting. this was 
further developed thanks to the first Czech archaeological journal Památky archeologické 
a místopisné, which he loaned on a regular basis from a friend’s father’s library. In the 
summertime, young Jíra travelled across Bohemia, visiting prehistorical and medieval 
sites collecting archaeological material.

Jíra was attracted to the pharaonic culture thanks to the great discoveries by hein-
rich Brugsch (1827–1894) and Gaston maspero (1846–1916) in the late 19th century, 
especially by the discovery of the so-called Cache royale at Deir el-Bahari. Jíra became 

16  as the personality of Josef antonín Jíra is almost unknown to the international egyptological communi-
ty, the authors consider it necessary to provide a short biography and history of his egyptian collection, 
especially since the above-mentioned monograph on Josef antonín Jíra, (hlava 2010), including a chap-
ter on his relation to egyptology (onderka 2010), were published in Czech only.
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deeply interested in egyptology and decided to send a letter to both above-mentioned 
scholars, requesting a mummy for his private collection (cf. below). Both Brugsch and 
maspero allegedly agreed to the request; however, the venture was stopped by Jíra’s 
legal representative. nevertheless, Jíra kept the replies by the famous egyptologists as 
a remembrance of this enterprise.17

Jíra indeed wanted to become a professional egyptologist. If he had succeeded with 
this plan, he would have become the first Czech egyptologist. alas, this plan was swift-
ly rejected by his legal representatives. Jíra decided to make it to his beloved egypt 
through a detour. his plan included studying medicine and as a navy medical officer 
to eventually travel to his beloved egypt. In 1887, Jíra enlisted at the medical faculty in 
prague. at the same time, he became widely engaged in archaeological excavations, as 
well as exhibition presentation.

In 1895, Jíra significantly participated on the Czechoslavic ethnographical exhibi-
tion in prague (národopisná výstava českoslovanská v praze). Involvement in the event 
paved the way for his future professional museum career. In 1896, at about the time 
he completed his studies of medicine, Jíra was offered a job at the Czechoslavic ethno-
graphic museum, which meant he took care of the assemblage of most exhibits for the 
exhibition. By the beginning of the 20th century, Jíra’s interest in egyptology got over-
shadowed by his activities and successes in the field of regional archaeology.

finally, after the independence of Czechoslovakia in 1918, Jíra was appointed a con-
servator of archaeological finds at the national Institute of archaeology in prague. Jíra 
passed away on 22 January 1930 in prague, Czechoslovakia (now Czech republic).

Jira started developing his own private collection at an early age, which included sev-
eral egyptian antiquities. During the time he attended the high school (Gymnasium) at li-
tomyšl, his teacher, a certain professor Bárta, donated to young Jíra ‘a bronze figure of an 
apis bull’ (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 1884) and ‘a striding figure with a vessel placed 
on its head’ (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 1948) – an actual bronze figure of nefertem. 

the high school in litomyšl possessed its own teaching collection which consisted 
of egyptian antiquities. among them was a shabti belonging to the royal seal bearer 
paabumeh (with the ‘beautiful name’ psamtekseneb), son of aakha and tawepetnef-
eret. the original piece did not survive; however, the sulphur cast, made by Jíra during 
his high school years, did (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 148). the last object which Jíra 
gained in his early years was a purchase from rudolf svoboda of a statue of the goddess 
Isis with horus on her knees, allegedly coming from pompeii, Italy; the present loca-
tion of this antiquity is not known.

Jíra’s great wish to have a genuine egyptian mummy in his possessions came true in 
1893, when he was living in prague, aged 25. the acquisition of the mummy was viv-
idly described by stanislav kodym (1869–1958), the librarian of the náprstek museum 
who authored Jíra’s biography.18 the mummy (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 633)19 was 
present in prague at the latest by the end of the 18th century, when it was recorded in 
the book by Jaroslav schaller which was titled Beschreibung der königlichen Haupt- und 
Residenzstadt Prag and published in 1796.20 then, the mummy was owned by a certain 
Václav Barka, a shop owner at the old town address na perštýně 346. Jíra should 
have bought the mummy together with its bandages. however, the bandages (náprstek 

17 kodym 2010, p. 33.
18 kodym 2010, pp. 44–45.
19 onderka, Jungová et al. 2016, pp. 44–47.
20 schaller 1796, p. 346.
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museum, Inv. no. p 514) do not seem to belong to the mummy, as the dating of the 
bandages to the ptolemaic period conflicts with the dating of the mummy to the third 
Intermediate period.

In June 1894, Jíra purchased ‘an egyptian porcelain figure’, i.e. a late egyptian 
shabti made of egyptian faience (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 1345) from his col-
league ot. kronský.

sometime between 1897 and 1898, Jíra purchased further six egyptian antiquities 
from the famous Czech numismatist and antiquities dealer named karel Chaura (1869–
1945). the new accession consisted of a shabti made of egyptian faience (náprstek 
museum, Inv. no. p 152), a fragment from another shabti of the same set (náprstek 
museum, Inv. no. p 151), dated to the turn of the late and ptolemaic periods, an up-
per part of a ptolemaic statue of ptah-sokar-osiris (which Jíra wrongly identified as a 
shabti; náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 20), a bronze statue of osiris (náprstek museum, 
Inv. no. p 1940), and a damaged faience amulet depicting the deity anubis (náprstek 
museum, Inv. no. p 2316).

In 1900, Jíra found a new kingdom shabti (náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 180) at 
some premises where an exhibition dedicated to architecture was held.

the last egyptian accession to Jíra’s collection came in 1902. Jíra bought a set of 
egyptian antiquities from Josef Ginz (1857–1912), an antiquarian dealer from Ždánice 
(east of prague), who ran a shop specializing in antiques and rare books in kostelec nad 
Černými lesy. no details were provided concerning these antiquities. one may assume 
that they were identical with the genuine egyptian antiquities from the Jíra collection 
which have not been mentioned so far, including a denuded bronze statuette of osiris 
(náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 74) and a bronze statuette of a male divinity (náprstek 
museum, Inv. no. p 479). however, this assumption may be wrong.

In 1905, Ginz and Jíra were in contact again because of egyptian antiquities, namely 
‘seals and scarabs’. this time, Jíra did not buy the antiquities, but Ginz allowed him to 
imprint them into ‘putty’ (or more precisely sealing wax; náprstek museum, Inv. nos. 
p 283 [16 pieces], p 284 and p 285).

In 2012, the náprstek museum received a donation of another imprint in seal wax, 
which allegedly had originally come from Jíra’s possession. the similarity between the 
character of objects imprinted and the material used for the imprint makes the claim 
concerning its provenance likely.

the Jíra Collection later became part of the City of prague museum, from where the 
egyptian part was transferred to the náprstek museum on 13 april 1964.
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pl. 1.  Johann Jakob frey: Die preußische Expedition auf der Cheops Pyramide am 15. Oktober 1842.
© Ägyptisches museum und papyrussammlung, Berlin.

pl. 2.  scarab from the collections of museum august kestner, Inv. no. 2151.
© museum august kestner, hanover, Inv. no. 2151.
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pl. 3.  scarab base imprint from the collections of the náprstek museum, Inv. no. p 284.
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pl. 4.  Josef antonín Jíra.




